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Stortec RevoStore is a double sided cabinet unit within a modular cube that mechanically rotates to either site, to access the files 
only one access point is needed. Files can be obtained by simply rotating the cabinet to the desired side. It offers fast access to 
the files stored within the system, as at any time half of them are immediately available to the operator whereas the other half 
are just a rotation away. It is offered in various height dimensions in order to meet any room specific characteristics and customer’s 
needs. It can be installed either against a wall, stand alone or back to back in the center of a room, or even as a part of the 
partition between offices. When shifting from traditional four-drawer cabinets to RevoStore an increase on storage capacity of a 
minimum of 40% up to a maximum of 200% should be expected.

   The Stortec RevoStore offers:

Increased Productivity
Fast retrieval is one of the main 
benefits offered by the system, 
instead of pulling out heavy 
drawers and thumbing through 
files, operators can just stand in 
front of the system and by just 
a rotation half of the files stored 
within it become available for 
selection at an instant, furthermore 
all files are available to more than 
one operator when installed in 
the middle of a room or as room 
divider. Operators can access the 
twice amount of files in the same 
space, Stortec RevoStore presents 
from six to sixteen levels of files to 
view and access without moving 
a step.

Space Savings
The system makes maximum use 
of the occupied cubic space 
without any loss on storage and 
retrieval efficiency. By accessing 
twice the files from the same 
space without any drawers or 
doors protruding in the aisle and, 
the minimal access space needed 
as well as the vertical height 
utilization of eight levels instead 
of four or five drawers, results to 
space savings of 40% to 200% 
on multiple back to back and side 
by side units applications.

Ergonomics
Stortec RevoStore is easily 
operated, just by stepping on the 
functional foot-petal to release 
the inner cube that is effortlessly 
rotated to present the files to 
the operator, without any need 
of pulling out heavy drawers, 
pushing or opening any doors.

Flexibility
Can either be installed next to a 
wall or panel, below a window, 
back to back in the center of a 
room or even as a room divider 
serving two workplaces at the 
same time. When lower height 
units are utilised their top can 

be also used as a work surface. 
It grows together with your 
filing needs as it can easily be 
expanded by adding new add-
on units. Comes with a variety of 
accessories allowing you to store 
a wide range of documents and 
items such as Office Supplies, 
Medical Supplies, Vertical or 
Lateral Hanging Folders, Lever 
Arch Files/Box Files, Vertical or 
Lateral Stand-Up Folders, CDs, 
Tapes etc. and, can change 
its use by adding or changing 
accessories at any time without 
having to change the whole unit.

Security
Unlike aisles of unprotected open 
shelves and drawer cabinets, 
documents are kept clean and 
secure within the system. With 
just a rotation the system closes 

and protects the items stored 
within, it is equipped with a 
key-lock in this way restricting 
unauthorised access to its 
contents. Furthermore, optionally 
the system can be equipped 
with an inner lockable security 
drawer enabling the storage of 
confidential documents and at 
the same time making the rest 
of the system available to more 
users.

Safety
Stortec RevoStore offers maximum 
safety to its users as the system 
won't rotate unless the foot-petal 
is pressed, eliminating in this way 
the risk of shelves revolving while 
storing or retrieving files, as well as 
the danger of closing user's fingers 
in the gap between the inner and 
outer cube if rotated by other 

user on that instant. Additionally 
the system units are equipped 
with a safety strip at the gap 
between the inner and outer 
cube, so even at the unlikely 
event of closing the operator 
fingers within the gap absolutely 
nothing will happen to the user.

Fast Return on Investment
Enhanced savings are gained 
year after year of usage of the 
Stortec RevoStore due to the floor 
space savings offered together 
with the document and items 
storage/retrieval improved speeds 
achieved. It is a system that will 
pay back itself at a short period 
of time after its installation.

RevoStore - rotary filing

    Foot-Petal Operated
   Safety Strips Between Inner and Outer
       Cube Gap
    Wide Range of Accessories

Stortec RevoStore Competitive Edge:

Functional Foot-Petal



Storage Applications

Business Solutions
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Installed as a Part of a Partition
or in the Center of the Room
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Back to Back
or  Installed Against the Wall

Open Revolving Closed

Pull-Out Media Drawer

Pull-Out Hanging Frame

Pull-Out Reference Table

Lockable Security Drawer

Shelves For Box / Lever Arch Files

Reversible Shelves For Vertical Flat Files

Units Configuration

   Stortec RevoStore Features:

Six different Heigh Arrangements: 
   3-Levelled (H:1057mm)
   4-Levelled (H:1235mm)
   5-Levelled (H:1546mm)
   6-Levelled (H:1813mm)
   7-Levelled (H:2083mm)
   8-Levelled (H:2350mm).

All steel construction.

Finished with Power Coating 
Technology, available at any RAL 
scale colour – Standard Colour 
combination RAL 7039 & RAL 
7035.

Decorative Outer Panels.

Self Locking Reversible Shelves 
capable of future re-levelling 
without the use of clamps, bolts 
or nuts.

Roll-out Frames, Drawers for 
   CD-ROM and Reference Shelves.

Lockable Security Drawers.

Folder Dividers.

Lateral and Upper Distance/Wall 
Closure Strips.

Gaps Safety Strips

Functional Foot-Petal



Stortec history on servicing the market goes back more than a century and, through providing first in class products and 
services to customers managed to be the selected storage solution provider for many organizations and institutions.

Stortec International Limited with a full range of products Business and Industrial, offers a complete total storage and filing 
solution packages with the highest level of services resulting to “value for money” to its customers covering their needs to 
the maximum. Products of best quality, safe, continuously improved, together with qualified personnel leading to customers’ 
satisfaction is Stortec International philosophy.

Through its positive attributes of storage solutions Stortec International Limited provides exclusive services to companies, 
organisations, factories and any other kind of clientele. Considerable effort is set into proposing the most effective products 
and services to its customers, by working closely with them in depth analysis of current situation and practices for developing 
solutions suitable to their specific needs. Project management implementation and full after sales services are provided.

In this rapid developed industry Stortec International Limited promises to continue upgrading its services and products as its 
main aim is to keep customers happy and result to long-term relationships.

Stortec International Limited, is located in Cyprus and is responsible for servicing the regions of Eastern Europe, Middle East, 
Far East, Russia & CIS, and Africa.

Our Mission

To form and consolidate long term relationships with customers, by providing excellent products and services and, to be the 
selected supplier of organisations willing to enhance their storage and retrieval operations. The superb cooperation with our 
suppliers and our commitment to excellence in the way of providing products and services, are the key factors of succeeding 
sustainable and expandable clientele.

Customer Services Support

Stortec International Limited Service Team has an extensive proprietary knowledge and experience of storage systems 
technology and provides preeminent technical and after sales support as well as installation and commissioning to Stortec 
and Non-Stortec Products.

In this ever demanding and competitive environment we at Stortec International understand the critical role storage systems 
play within our customers' businesses. We ensure that people working with us and to our dealers are fully trained on the 
subject and capable of providing first in class services, to ensure maximum system uptime and reliability.

STORTEC INTERNATIONAL LIMITED

Authorized Dealer:

Customer Services

 System Installation & Start Up
 Commissioning
 Technical Support Through Remote access, Email, Skype  
   and Telephone
 Customized Training Programs
 Equipment Relocations

After Sales Support

 Live 24/7 Technical Support Through Remote Access, Email,      
   Skype and Telephone
 Equipment Service and Repair
 Full Service Contracts
 Preventative Maintenance and Troubleshooting Service 
   Contracts
 Free Access to Stortec International FAQ and Support 
   Forum
 Full Service Maintenance Repair and Operating (MRO) 
   Materials Stock
 Product Enhancements and Modifications

stortec international limited
P. O. Box 50399, 3604 Limassol, Cyprus

T. +357 2587 0007, F.+357 2538 7788, E. info@stortec.co, Web. www.stortec.co


